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1 
Let R’ be a separable complex Hilbert space, P(Z) be the algebra of all 
bounded linear oparators in R. An operator TE Y(R) is called 
hyponormal [S] if PT - TT” > 0, semi-hyponormal [ 131 if 
(PT)“’ - (TT*)“’ > 0. 
For TE P(R’), we write ( T( = (PT)‘12. In this paper, when we consider a 
semi-hyponormal operator T, we &ways assume that the operator U in the 
polar decomposition T = U 1 TI is unitary, for the sake of simplicity. 
Let E be a bounded closed set in the real line R 1, and M(E) be the class 
of all stricly monotone increasing continuous function on E. Clearly every 
function 4 E M(E) can be continued to be a topological mapping from R, 
onto itself, and we shall make such continuation when necessary. If Ei, 
j = 1, 2, are two bounded closed sets in R 1 and #j E M(Ej), then we define 
the mapping 
h,,m2: xl + ix2 -+ 41W + iQ2(x2h for xjE Ej, j= 1, 2, 
from E, x E, = (x, + ix, 1 xi E Ej} to #,(E,) X #,(E,) in the complex plane 
as well as the mapping in P(aP), 
rm,,m2: XI + ix2 + h(Xl) + i42(X2), 
for all self-adjoint Xj E P(R), j = 1, 2, with a(Xj) c Ej, where a(A) is the 
spectrum of A. 
If X E 9(R), we write X, = (X+X*)/2 and X2 = (X - X*)/2i. 
Let o,(A) and o,(A) be the approximate point spectrum and the residue 
spectrum of an operator A, respectively. Let oja(,4) be the joint approximate 
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point spectrum of an operator A = A i + iA *, i.e., the set of all such complex 
numbers X, + ix, for which there exists a sequence of unit vectors {f,} CR 
satisfying 
lim ]](Aj - xjl)f,]] = 0, j= 1, 2. n+cx 
It is well known [8] that if X is hyponormal then o,(X) = aj,(X) and 
u&Q = 4x1) x 03 
In this paper (Section 3), we shall consider the following problem. Under 
what condition of I$~ E M(E,) are the relations 
%k$1,,2m = $,,rn,hm)~ (1) 
%@l&m = ~ml,&Jrm (2) 
4&#N = r,,,&(m (3) 
and 
u.ia(rm,,~2(X)> = ua(t~,,~2(x)>* (4) 
true for every hyponormal operators X = X, + ix, E Y(R) with u(Xj) c Ej. 
We denote by C, = {z ( ]z ] = 1 } the unit circle in the complex plane. If E 
is a closed subset in C,, let M,(E) be the class of all orientation preserving 
topological mappings 4: E + 4(E) c C,. We write C, = [0, co). If E is a 
bounded closed subset in C,, then M,(E) = (0 1 Q E M(E), Q > 0 and 
4(O) = 01. 
If Ej c Cj, j = 1,2, are bounded closed sets and 4, E M,(E,), we define the 
mapping 
~m,,m,(e’eP) = dde’%@>, eieEE,, PEE,, 
which will be extended to a topological mapping from the complex plane 
onto itself. If X= U IX] is the polar decomposition of an operator 
XE P(R), U is unitary, u(u) c E, and u(]X]) c E,, then we define 
If A = U I.4 ] E U(R) and U is unitary then we define the polar joint approx- 
imate point spectrum u,,,(A) as the set of all complex numbers peie,)eie( = 1, 
p > 0, for which there exists a sequence of unit vectors f, CZ satisfying 
!\; IF- e’“OLII = !if”, IIW I -POf,ll = 0. 
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If 0 E a,(A) then we also define that 0 E o,,,(A) for convenience. If A is a 
self-adjoint operator in Y’(R), we denote 
44) = ,$-, c4m and M(A) = ,$J, wm 
If X = U IX/ is semi-hyponormal and U is unitary, we proved that [ 131 
~a@3 = Qdm 
and 
and Li [4] proved that 
u,(X) c (peie Ieie E u(U), p E u(]X])} 
if u(U) # C,. 
The second problem which we shall consider (in Section 4) is under what 
condition of dj E M&E,) with Ej c Cj will (l)-(4) hold for every semi- 
hyponormal operator X = U IX] with u(U) c Ej, [m(lXI), M(IXI)] c E, or 
u(lXI) c E, when u(U) f C,. 
The author and Li have considered these two problems in some simpler 
cases in the previous papers [5, 61 (cf. Section 2). For the convenience of the 
reader we shall give a brief account of the related results and preliminaries of 
the theory of hyponormal or semi-hyponormal operators in Section 2. By 
means of (3), we shall also consider the generalization of Putnam’s 
inequality in Section 5. 
2 
First, we have to consider the singular integral models of the hyponormal 
or the semi-hyponormal operators. 
Let !JJI be the real line R, or C,, E be a closed bounded set in YJI, 8, be 
the o-algebra of all Bore1 subsets in E, and m be the Lebesgue measure on 
(E, BE). When Mc C,, 
dm(eie) = &-de. 
Let v be a singular finite measure on (E, BE), which is concentrated in 
FE8, with m(F)=O. We denotep=m++, Q=(E,d,,p). Let 3 be an 
auxiliary complex separable Hilbert space. Let L*(Jz, 3) be the Hilbert space 
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of all strongly measurable and squre integrable B-valued functions on D with 
inner product 
(f, s) = j (f(x), g(x))&(x). 
E 
For f E L2(0, a), we define f(x) = 0 for x E 9Jl- E. In the following, we 
shall often use singular integral operators P, . If E E R, and f E L*(0,3) 
then 
(P+f)(x) = SC - ha, &, f(s) ds R, x-(s+i&)’ XER,, 
and if E c C,, f E L*(Q, a), then 
Let a, c . . . cB,~ . . . c 3 be a sequence of subspaces and 0 = F,c 
F, c .a. cF,c ..a be a sequence of subsets in 8,. We define the projection- 
valued function P( . ) on E by 
P(x)% = 3”) for xEF,-FF,-,, 
and P(x) = Z for x E A4 - U ,“= 0F,, . Let 
&?’ = {f / f E L*(R, a), P(x) f (x) = f(x) for x E E} 
be a subspace of L*(R, a), let a( . ) and /?( . ) be strongly measurable and 
uniformly bounded P(B)-valued functions on Q which satisfy the conditions 
aP= Pa=a, BP= P/3=& P* =P, a > 0, 
and let a(x) = 0 for x E F. Then we construct the operator T in fl as 
follows: 
(Ttf )(x) = xWx)f (x) + 4x) P, (af )X XEC,, (5) 
if E c C,, and 
(Ff )(x) = (x + @(x))f (x) + 4x) p, (af )3 xER,, (6) 
if EcR,. 
THEOREM 1. The operator p in 2 is semi-hyponormal ifE c C, and is 
hyponormal if E c R , . 
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If T = U 1 TI E LY(SF) is semi-hyponormal and U is unitary or 
T = T, + iT, E LP(GY) is hyponormal and Tj is self-adjoin& then there is an 
operator F in a Hilbert space 2 with E = o(U) in the semi-hyponormal case 
of T = U 1 TI or with E = o(T,) in the hyponormal case T = T, + iT,, 
respectively, and a unitary operator W: SF -+ 2 such that 
T= W-‘TW. 
The proof of this theorem, in the semi-hyponormal case can be found in 
[ 131 and in the hyponormal case in [3, 7, 11, 12). But the hyponormal case 
can be reduced to the semi-hyponormal case by the transform 
T, + iT, -+ [(T, + il)(T, - iZ)-‘][Tz - m(Tz)]. 
Let B(E) be the set of all bounded complex Baire functions 4 on E, and let 
K, be the bounded operator 
W,fW = P+(f) - d(xV’+ <k>, f E L’(E,% ml, 
for 4 E B(E), E = C, 9 or W,fW = WW+(f) - p+(Qf)) 
4 E B(E), E c R, . The operator K, is obviously self-adjoint and 
for E c C, and 
for real 
(7) 
for E c R,. Let B+(E) = (4 / 4 E B(E), m(K,) > O}. 
The following lemmas will be used in Sections 3 and 4. 
LEMMA 1. If T = U I TI E Y(z) is semi-hyponormal, U is unitary and 
4 E B(u(U)) then 
I TI - C-4 I TI 4(U)* > WQ(lT/ - U I TI U*). (9) 
If T = T, + iT, is hyponormal, Tj, j = 1,2, are self-adjoint and 
tii E B(a(Tj)), j = 1, 2, then 
iIT,, h(Tz)l ~WK,~)L T,L 
where [A, B] =AB - BA. rii(K,) = sup(clm(K, - CK,) > 0). 
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Proof By Theorem 1, we only consider the singular model and use the 
notation T and H instead of F and a, respectively. In the semi-hyponormal 
case it can be proved that 
((ITI -~(u)lTl~(Li)*)f,f)=~~~!.l ’ ;O”,‘l!;:“) 
E. fi 
and 
X (a(e’“)f(e”), a(eig)f(eig)), d< dv 
((I TI - UI TI v*)S, f) = &/ I (c@>f(e”>, a(ei’Vf(ei’?>2 dt drl. 
EE 
Then (9) holds evidently, since K, > m(K,)I. 
The first inequality of (10) can be proved similarly and the second can be 
proved by considering the hyponormal operator -iT= T, t i(-T,). 
If E c R, and d E M(E), we define 
l,= sup #(Xl) - ~(-4 
XjEE.x~#xz Xl -x2 
and 
Vl,$= inf I - O(x2) 
Xj’EJl #X2 x,-x2 ’ 
Let Y(E) = (0 I 4 E M(E),0 < m, < 1, < co } and YO(E) = M,(E) n Y(E) 
for E c [0, CD). 
THEOREM 2 [5]. Let X=X, t ix, be hyponormal. 
(1) If #j E M(o(Xj)), j= 1,2, and 5ml,m2(X) is hyponormal, then 
(1) - (4) hold. 
(2) If #j E B+(o(XJ), j= 1, 2, then rB,,JX) is hyponormal and 
(l)-(4) hold. 
(3) If one of #j, j = 1, 2, is in B+(o(Xj)) and another is in .Y(o(Xj)), 
then (l)-(4) hold. 
THEOREM 3 [ 61. Let X = U (XI be semi-hyponormal and U unitary. 
(1) If A E jWWN, h E MAm(lxD9 ~(l-W> (or g2 E M&WI>> 
in the case ofo(v) # C,) and r&X) is semi-hyponormal then (l)-(4) hold. 
(2) If 4, E B+@(U)) and ti2 EB+(E), where E= ~~(l~l)&f(lWl 01 
E = ~(1x1) in the case of u(U) # C,, then T~,,JX) is semi-hyponormal and 
(l)-(4) hold. 
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(3) If $1 EB+(o(ll)), 42 E ~o([m(lm W4)1) and tlfw) is a 
monotonic increasing and concave function then (l)-(4) hold. 
The following lemma is essentially given in [5] , but we include a proof. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be a set in the complex plane, T(t) be an operator- 
valued function of t E [0, l] which is continuous with respect to the norm 
topology, and rl, t E [0, 11, be a family of topological mappings from R to 
itself such that z,(z) is a continuous function oft E [0, 11, for every complex 
number z E R. Suppose that q, is the identity mapping. If 
then 
u,(W) n R = da,tT(O)) n RI, 
~,tW>) n R = r,tu,tTtO)) n R), 
and hence 
W(t)) n R = q(o(T(O)) n RI, 
Proof For every 
for t E [0, 11, 
for t E [0, 11, 




z E u,(T(O)) n R (14) 
we have to prove that the set 
E, = (t 1 t E [O, 11, tS(z) E a,(T(s)) for 0 < s < t} 
is (0, 11. It is obvious that E, = [0, t,) or [0, t,] for certain to E [0, 11. If 
E, = 10, to), then tl,(z) & u,(T(t,)). But z @ a,(T(O)) n R, because of (14). 
Then 
according to (11). Hence r!&z) & a,(T(t,)). Thus rto(z) E p(T(t,)), where p(A) 
is the resolvent set of A. By the continuity of r, and T(t), there is a positive 
number 6 such that 
r,(z) E PG’P)) for lt--ft,l < 6. 
Hence rt(z) 6$ u,(T(t)) for 1 t - t,,] < 6. Thus (to - 6, t,) n E, = 0, contrary to 
E, = [O, to). 
So we must have E, = [0, t,]. We have to prove to = 1. Since 
rl, E u,(T(t,)), there is a number E > 0 such that 
Il(Vo> - ~t,Wbll > E II.4 for xEX. (15) 
40917912~ IO 
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If c, < 1, by the continuity of 7’(r) and r,, there is is positive 6 with 
t, + S < 1 such that 
II T(t) - Wdll < G5, It,(z) - ~&)I < 463 for t E [to, t, + 6). (16) 
From (15) and (16) we have 
II(W) - ~,(Z>Wl > $6 IIXII~ for XER and tE [t,,t,+a). (17) 
If the range of the operator r(t) - r,(z)1 is the whole space R, then 
(T(t) - r,(z)l)- ’ E P(Z) and 
IIm - S,W-* 11 G 3/z&. (18) 
From (18) and the first inequality of (16), we have rtO(z) E p(T(t,)), contrary 
to t, E E,. Hence the range of T(t) - t,(z)1 must be a proper subspace of Z. 
But from (17), we have 
5(z) E WW)~ for t E [to, t, + S). 
Then [t,, t, + 6) c E, . This is also a contradiction. 
Thus we must have E, = [0, 11, i.e., 
~,MW)) n RI = W’(s)) n 4 for s E [O, 11. (19) 
If instead of Z(t) and r,, we consider the functions T(s(1 - t)) and 
Ts(I-f)~s - ‘, respectively, for t E [0, 11, where s is a fixed number in [0, 11, 
then we have 
W(s)) n R = ~,h(W)) nR>, for s E [0, 11. (20) 
From (19) and (20), we obtain (12). And (13) is a direct consequence of 
(11) and (12). 
LEMMA 3. Let (i) T= T, + iT, E .Y(Z), #,rl E M(R,), j = 1,2, 
t E [0, 11, or (ii) T= UT E 40(Z), U be unitary, (,1 ‘2 M,([O, 00)) and 
h, E W(CJ fir t E IO9 1I. Let rf = *0,,,02, for which r0 is identical mapping, 
ZJZ) is a continuous function oft E [0, l] for everyjixed complex number z, 
q,,(T) = 0.07, 
q,(W) = u,V’(t))~ 
in case (i) and 
o,,,(T) = o,(T), 
up,aVW) = ~ti(T(O)~ 
in case (ii). Then (1 l)-(13) hold. 
(21) 
tE [O, 11, (22) 
(23) 
tE [Q 11, (24) 
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Proof We shall consider case (i) only. By Lemma 2, it suffices to prove 
(11). By (21) and (22), (11) is equivalent o 
q,W)) = a,,m t E [O, 11. (25) 
If x =x, + x,i E uja(r), then by definition, there is a sequence of unit 
vectors (f, ) in R such that 
lim ll(Tj - xjZ)f,]] = 0, j= 1,2. (26) n-m 
Since 4jjt(~) is a continuous function of s, for E > 0, there is a polynomial 
Pi,(s) such that 
II $jtCrj) - pjt(Tj>ll < &y I #jrCXj) - pjtCxj>l < & (27) 
for j = 1, 2 and t E [0, 11. From (26) it is obvious that 
ii”, II(pjt(Tj) - pjt(xj)z) fill = O, j= 1,2, tE [O, I]. (28) 
-T--- Then hm,+, I](#jit(Tj) - $j,(xj)Z) f,, I] < 2s follows from (27) and (28). Hence 
r,(x) E ~,aVW 
Thus 
qaWN 3 ejam. (29) 
Similarly, we can prove that u,,@(t)) c r,(u#‘)). Thus (25) holds and then 
(ll)-(13) hold. 
3 
First we consider the case of hyponormal operators. Let E be a bounded 
closed set in R,, 2$(E) = {$ I@ E M(E), m, > 0). For every 0 E .9$(E), we 
define 
N(4) = inf 
I minKA fiW,,-,))I 
7 REB+(E)hM(E) m 0% ~1 
where g- ’ is the inverse mapping of g. 
(30) 
THEOREM 4. Let X=X, + ix, be a hyponormal operator. Zf 
@j E Pm(u(Xj)), j = 1,2, and 
N(h) NW < 1, (31) 
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then (l)-(4) hold and 
lh&~ - r@l.m2 tx)~)-111&~(~,~9*)IIt~-xz)-111 (32) 
for every x E p(X), where M($, , &) is a constant which depends only on 4,) 
4 2’ 
Proof: We prove the theorem in four steps. 
(i) Let ,u& = Imin(0, &(K,))(. From (31), there are functions 
gj E B + (U(Xj)) n M(a(Xj)) such that 
(33) 
Let kj, j = 1, 2, be positive numbers, and vi(s) = #j( g; ‘(kp)), j = 1, 2. 
Then 
4, = kdG& and mej = = kjmojOgjl. (34) 
We take kj such that 
Olr, + &J/2 = @or P,2Y2- (35) 
From (33)-(35) we have (u,, +,Q/2 < (m~,m,Jy2; so there is a positive 
number 6 < m&j,j = 1,2, such that 
6 + tp,, +pJ2 = (mtil - S)1’2(mu2 - 6)“‘. (36) 
(ii) Let h, = gj/kj, xj be real numbers, x = X, + ix,, Yj = hj(X,), 
yj=hj(xj), T,=Yj-y?,Sj=y/i(Yj),Sj=~/~(y,),Ri=Sj-Sil, Y=Y,+iY2, 
T=T,+iT2,R=R,+iR2andS=S,tiS2.Wehavetoprove 
WRJ; V-1 2 6 11 W12, for fEZ (37) 
By Theorem 2, case (2), Y= t,,,,h2(X) is hyponormal. Since S = tU,,UZ(Y), 
from (lo), we obtain 
iis,, Y21 ZPJ[Y,, YA i[Y,, S21 >/P~J[Y~, Y21. 
But it is easy to verify that 
[R,, 7’21= Is,, Y219 P29 T,l= [S29 Y,l, IY,, Y,l= [T,, T21. 
Thus 
i[R,, T21 >pJT,, 7’,1, -i[R,, T,] >pJlT,, T,]. (38) 
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On the other hand, by the spectral decomposition of the self-adjoint 
operators Y,, we can easily prove that 
Rj Tj = TjRj > mbITj, j= 1,2. 
It is obvious that 
(%, - 6) Tt + (m,,,* - 6) Tz - i(mol - B)1’z(m,2 - d)‘/*[ T, , T2] 
= Km,, - d)l/*T1 + i(m,* - S)“*T,] 
x [(m,, - d)“*T, - i(m,* - 6)‘/*T,] > 0. (39) 
From (36), (38) and (39) we have 
T,R, + T2R2 +i[R,,T,]/2-i[R,, T,]/2>6r*T, 
which is just (37). 
(iii) If x E p(X), then r,,,,Jx) E p(r*,,JX)) by Theorem 2, case (2). 
Since 
T= 5l,,h*(X) - &&)~ 
and T-’ E 9(Z), (37) becomes 9(RT-‘J f) > 6 Ijfll’ for f ER. By 
Theorem 4.1 of [2], R-’ E y(Z) and 
IIR-‘II +Il. (40) 
Let y = y, + iy2 = rh,,hI(~). Since T is hyponormal, 
IIT-‘Il=lW- YO-,ll= A;!pY, ID-VI-‘1 
= sup I(~,,,/&) - ~/l,,h2w-‘I AEU(X) 
<Max(-&,--!-) I/(X-.W’Il. (41) 
However, R = re,.,JI1 - ~,,.JY) = ~m,,Q2(4 - ~m,,m,(x>; (40) and (41) 
imply (32). 
We have to prove that 
~J&,,mz (X>) = %k$,,&3 (42) 
Let em,,&> E %(%,,m2 (X)), {f,} be a sequence of unit vectors in ZV’ such 
that 
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Then, from (37) we have ]] Tf,]] + 0. But T is hyponormal, 
Il('j - Ydfn II + O* 
By the same method as that used in Lemma 3, we have 
II(#jJ(xj> - #j/(xjY).fnll = I (Vj(yj> - Vj/i(Yj)z)LII + O; 
thus t @,.dX) E uJa(7,,,mz (A’)) and therefore (42). 
(iv) We consider 4, as topological mapping in R, and define 
~jjt(S) = t~j(S) + (1 - t)s, j= 1,2,fE [O, 11. 
It is obvious that 
P Q,,og-’ < ~P*pg-” m*jr”s-’ 2 fmmjOB-” t E [O, 1 I. 
Thus N(#J < N(#J, for t E [0, 11, and (42) can be generalized to 
0Ja(7,,,,,,r(x>) = us(7@,r.@2r(X))* 
Then (l)-(4) follow from Lemma 3 and (43). 
(43) 
THEOREM 5. Zf X=X, + ix, is hyponormal, tijj, j = 1, 2, are bounded 
real Baire functions on a(Xj), j = 1, 2, and 
I*/= sup Ye,) - fw < o. 7 
SI#Sl Sl -s1 
then 
IlLm*(X) - 701.92 w-‘II >dY4~h) IIV-XWII (44) 
for every x E p(X) n r~,~m2(P(tm,,m,(X))~ where 
m(#,, 4*> = (Gmax(b,, b,W 
Proof: It is obvious that 
lK7 01.m - 7@1.02 (x)Z)f II2 < 2 ,$ Il(fwj) - $q-q)Z)f II2 
J=l 
G m(91 3 $*I-’ i Iltxj - x/z)f II** (45) 
J=l 
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But it is well known that if A = A i + iA, is hyponormal then 
A*A>A;+A;. 
Thus 11(X - xl)fll’ > CT= I Il(Xj - xjZ)fl12. Combining this inequality and 
(45) we obtain (44). 
COROLLARY 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorems 4 and 5, let 
T= ~,,,tJX). Th en there are two finite positive constants M’ and m’ 
depending on 4, and $2 such that 
m’ 
1 
inLo,,, IA --zI 
< Il(T-zZ>-‘11 GM’ (46) 
for 2 E (T). 
Proof Let z = ro,,m, (x). Then 
But since 0 < m,,< I*] < 00, we have 
(47) 
It is obvious that (32), (44) and (47) imply (46). 
THEOREM 6. Let X=X, + ix, be hyponormal operator. Zf (i) 
$1 E MC-O,)), 42 E B+(W2N or (ii) h E B+(W,)), ti2 E M(@X,)) then 
(l)-(4)hold. 
Proof: We consider case (i) only. Let g,,(s) E s. We notice that 
Tm,,@l = 7@l.~o*h@2 
and the mappmg tbO,@* satisfies the condition of Theorem 2, case (2). Thus 
we can suppose that & = &. 
If Si(K, ,) > 0, then 4, E B, (o(X,)), so we are reduced to Theorem 2, case 
(2). Let us now suppose that rii(K,,) < 0. Let 
k = (-2fi(K,,))- ‘, 
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X’, =X,/k, and xi = x,/k. By Lemma 1, we have 
i[@,), I*] 2 - qx;, x,1/2. 
LetR=r 01.00(X) - ~bl,kl (x)Z, T=.X; + ix, - (xi + ixJZ. We have 
+(R*T + T*R) = (xi - x;z)(#,(x,)z) 
+ (X, - ix,q2 + + [4,(X,) + x; ,X2] > (X, - ix,z)2, 
i.e., 
(48) 
If ~~,,00(4 E %(L~o (X)), then there is a sequence of unit vectors {f, } 
such that IIRf,ll+ 0. From (48), we have 
w2 - ~x2nLll-+ 0 
immediately, and hence ]j(d,(X,) - i#,(x,)Z)f, II --t 0. Thus 
Then by the same method as that used in Theorem 4, we can prove (l)-(4). 
Theorem 6 is more general than case (3) in Theorem 2. 
4 
Now we consider the case of semi-hyponormal operators. Let R, = 
(Cl 9 Bc, 9 m), E be a closed subset in C,, and 
L*(E) = {f]f E L*(&$,) andf(z) = 0 for z E C, -E} 
be the subspace of Hilbert space L2(0,). Let 4 E M,(E). If there is a finite 
non-negative number a such that 
I(~+@?), d + 4fkv 811 <a II gll2 + II~+wll’~ g E L’(E), (49) 
then we define 6, as the minimum of a(1 + a))‘, when a varies over all non- 
negative numbers satisfying (49). 
If X = U IX] is semi-hyponormal and U is unitary, then there exist the 
polar symbols [ 131 
1x1, = st - Ilip, U-” 1x1 V. + 
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It can be proved that if X- ’ E Y(Z) then IX]; ‘I2 E 4p(&“) and 
“I(Iw’2 PI Iw’20 Wll II-w)-‘. 
Let CA be the class of all functions f analytic in (z ] < 1 and continuous in 
IzI < 1. Let 
11411 = s,ucp l!e)l I 
for any bounded function C,. 
THEOREM 7. Let X = U 1x1 be semi-hyponormal, where U is unitary. If 
41 E ~ikw)), t/M> is a monotonic increasing function, 
6m,~m(lXl;'/21XI_IXl;1/2) (50) 
or 
inf II($, - w)-2(k$, W-l + k-l W/d, - f)ll < 1 (51) 
&CA 
for all ] IV] = 1, where k= (m((XI;1’2 JXI- IX\;“‘))“‘: and $2 E 
4ME = Im(LW WlXl)l or a(lXl) when o(U) # Cl) then (1) and (4) 
hold. 
Zf furthermore there is a family bl, E M,(a(U), t E [0, 11, such that #Jz) 
is a continuous function oft for every fixed z E C, and #,, satisfies (50) or 
(51) (with & = $J for all t E [0, 11, &,(z) = z and 4,, = #1, then (2~(3) 
also hold. 
Proof: (i) In the first step, we have to prove that (51) implies (50). If 
k = a1/2(1 + a)-‘j2, g, = P+(g), and g- = g - g, then (49) is equivalent o 
inf {k-‘ll(~~-W)g+l12+kll~~~-W)~-~12 
IWIsl 
- =WW@, g, 3 g-) + k-Y& g- 7 g+)))l > 0. (52) 
We construct the analytic function 
eie + z 
iB In ]$i(e”) - IV] d0 
e -z 
Then 
I &)I = I4l(Z) - WI23 for z E C,. (53) 
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Put h,(z) =q(z)g-(F-‘)z-‘, h,(z)=q(z)g+(z). We can prove that (52) is 
equivalent o 
-29 & ( 1 4w W(Z)WMZ) dz 11 > 0, (54) Izl=l 
where w(z) = k#,(z)W-’ + k-‘W$,(z)-‘. By virtue of (53), (51) implies 
(54) and hence (50) also. 
(ii) We have to prove that 
WV7 - WI4 hw)*Mf) 2 0 (55) 
for f E 3 and I WI = 1. Put a = S,,(l - S,,)-‘. We consider the singular 
integral model in Theorem 1. From (49), we have 
Thus 
Let g(z) = (S( 1 - W~(z)))‘~*f(z). The right-hand side of inequality (56) is 
greater than or equal to 
(IXI- g9 g) - 4w+ - PI) g9 d 
= (1 + a)[W- g9 d - &,(lXl+ g9 g)l> 03 
where 1x1, g = CJ + a*a)g and (Xl- g = pg. Thus (55) is proved. 
(iii) Let T= $i(u)x and @ = $i(e”$. It is obvious that 
IV- ~WIl’ = IKIXI -PWII~ + 2~9((I4 -We) 1x1 ti(V*)S,f).(57) 
Hence 
IIV- ~Wll a IWI -PWlL (58) 
from (55) and (57). 
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Let I4 = h?l,M, s dQ, be the spectral decomposition of JXJ, where 
0 < m <M < co. From (%I), we obtain that 
where C is a positive constant depending on p and 
USVP) = (1 - #*(sYh@))(l - WP + 42(~M*@))* 
We notice that, for every S > 0, there is a positive E such that 
inf 
Is-PI>6 
P(s, p) > E. (60) 
If /fll= 1 then (59) and (60) imply 
Il(lXl - PWV < 8' lIk+,,&V - r,,,,,doeie)Z)flll(C&) + 6. (61) 
(iv) If z~,,~~(@) E crs(r6,,JX)) and p # 0, {f,) is the sequence of 
unit vectors in Z’ such that 
ll(~ c,,ml(X> - ~m,,m2@eie>WdI + 0. (62) 
Then by (61), we have lim,,, Il(lXl -pZ)f,jl < 6 for arbitrary 6 > 0. Thus 
IKlXl -Pmlll+ 0. (63) 
From (62) and (63) we can prove rml,m,@eie) E u~,~(z~,,~,(X)). Thus (I) and 
(4) hold. 
The proof of the remaining part of Theorem 7 can be performed by a 
method similar to that used in Theorem 4. 
Theorem 7 is a generalization of Theorem 3, case (3). 
EXAMPLE. Let a,, j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, and bj, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, be the points in 
the unit circle. If r = maxj((ajl, (bj() is sufficiently small, then 
$1(z) = eiA fi ‘-‘j fi ’ -‘jz 
j=o 1 -SjZj=r Z-bj 
(A is a real constant) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 7. 
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5 
It is well known that if X=X, + ix, E Y(Z) is self-adjoin& then 
Putnam’s inequality [8,9] 
dx, dx, (64) 
holds. 
Thus if (3) holds for T= T, + iT, = z m,,02(X), then we denote $;I by wj 
and we have 
o(T) 
from (64). This generalizes Putnam’s inequality (64). 
COROLLARY 2. Let T = T, + iT, E Y(R), Tj, j = 1, 2, re self-adjoint. If 
v/~ E M(u(T,)), j= 1, 2, such that 
and (i) ~~7’ E9’,‘,(a(tyj(Tj))), j= 1, 2, N(w;‘)N(w;‘) < 1 or (ii) one of 
yJ: ’ E B, (u(ty(Tj))), then (65) holds. If, furthermore, the planar Lebesgue 
measure of o(T) is zero, then T is normal. 
In the previous papers the author [ 131 and Li [4,6] obtained an inequality 
of Putnam’s type for the semi-hyponormal operators. 
THEOREM 8. If X = U 1x1 is semi-hyponormal, then 
lll+wv*ll~~~j dp de. (66) .ehdX) 
Similarly, we can obtain a generalization of (66) as follows. 
COROLLARY 3. Let T = U I T( E Y(R), where U is unitary. Suppose 
w1 E M~J(U))~ wz E Wd[m(l TI), MI TDI) and 
vz(l Tl) - v,W WA TI)wDJ)* > 0. 
If 
P~,;I G41 wz(l WI; “* I w2(l W- I wz(l WI; “‘1 (67) 
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or 
inf Il(ty;’ - W)-2(ky;‘W-1 + k-‘W/y;’ -f)[l< 1 
fECA 
for all / WI = 1, where k is the square root of the right-hand side of (67), then 
If furthermore the planar Lebesgue measure of o(T) is zero, then T is 
normal. 
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